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ABSTRACT Recently, many applications are developed in numerous domains with various environments.
Since some environments require hands-free applications, new technology is needed for the input interfaces
other than the mouse and keyboard. Therefore, to meet the needs, many researchers have begun to investigate
the gaze and voice for the input technology. In particular, there are many approaches to render virtual
keyboards with the gaze. However, since the virtual keyboards hide the screen space, this technique
can only be applied in limited environments. In this paper, we propose a classification technique for
gaze-written numbers as the hands-free interface. Since the gaze-writing is less accurate compared to the
virtual keyboard typing, we apply the convolutional neural network (CNN) deep learning algorithm to
recognize the gaze-writing and improve the classification accuracy. Besides, we create new gaze-writing
datasets for training, gaze MNIST (gMNIST), by modifying the MNIST data with features of the gaze
movement patterns. For the evaluation, we compare our approach with the basic CNN structures using the
original MNIST dataset. Our study will allow us to have more options for the input interfaces and expand
our choices in hands-free environments.

INDEX TERMS Gaze-writing, input technique, MNIST, Eye tracking, machine learning.

I. INTRODUCTION
The keyboard and mouse are the most familiar typing tools
connected to our computers. Input tools should be provided
to meet the needs of users according to the given environ-
ment. Recently, as many applications are developed in var-
ious environments such as virtual reality, smart device, and
mobile, input tools using various technologies such as hap-
tics, voice recognition, and gaze-tracking technology, have
been invented. However, there is an increasing demand for
input tools that free our hands as we are not able to use our
hands or have to manipulate multiple input tools simultane-
ously. Therefore, many input tools using voice and gaze have
been devised. Typical examples are the virtual keyboard for
the gaze and the mobile voice recognition function.

However, speech recognition and gaze keyboard input
techniques are not always accessible. Since the speech
recognition technology is weak against noise, it cannot be
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used in environments where there is noise or inter-user voice
chat. Some applications offer voice services by speaking
specific keywords as a solution, but they often malfunc-
tion due to the pronunciation or intonation of a user. Silent
speech technology [1]–[3] similar to speech recognition has
been proposed to overcome the noise disturbance. While the
silence speech technology allows users to utilize hands-free
interfaces, the technology has limitations on data collection
and certain phoneme classification [4]. In machine learning
for the silent speech technology, manual labeling for a huge
volume of silent voice data is impractical. Therefore, the data
collection process is artificially slowed down by gathering
data in the form of reasonable duration tokens for the statis-
tical alignment. In the silent speech technology, tongue mus-
culature information is an important feature to distinguish
certain phonemes. However, the sEMG sensors placed on the
skin surface are not appropriate to receive the tongue mus-
culature information. The gaze virtual keyboard technology
cannot be employed in an environment where continuous
interaction is required since the virtual keyboard tends to hide
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the screen and a user needs to look at the keyboard for a long
time. Nonetheless, the gaze virtual keyboard technology is
more attractive than the speech recognition technology since
it can be easily used by people who do not speak properly
due to muscle stiffness. If we can overcome the disadvantages
caused by the gaze virtual keyboard, it is possible to apply it
to more various environments since our hands are freed from
the interactions.

The simplest way as a hands-free input device without
using the virtual keyboard is to write directly with the eyes.
However, writing with the eyes is not attractive because it
is difficult to recognize the writing due to the low accu-
racy. Therefore, there is a need for a technique of clas-
sifying gaze-written texts with high accuracy. In general,
we use a learning algorithm to make the computer clas-
sify information. An example of classifying handwritings
is the classification of the Modified National Institute of
Standards and Technology (MNIST) database with the Con-
volutional Neural Network (CNN) deep learning algorithm.
However, in addition to the classification accuracy, there
remains a challenge for training datasets. As the hand-written
characters have various patterns, many datasets are needed
for the proper training. In order to collect the gaze-writing
data, it is necessary to keep the same environment with
the gaze-tracking device and to recruit many participants
for various gaze-writing patterns. However, collecting the
gaze-writing data is more difficult and costs more than col-
lecting hand-writings. It is, therefore, necessary to device a
new way to build the gaze-writing dataset instead of collect-
ing the gaze-writings directly.

In this paper, we propose a gaze-writing input technique
for classifying gaze-written numbers as a hands-free inter-
face. In order to recognize the gaze-writing, we create a
gaze MNIST (gMNIST) training dataset by converting the
MNIST dataset. For the conversion of the MNIST dataset,
we utilize the features of the gaze-written characters. For the
evaluation, we collect the test dataset of the numbers from
0 to 9 written by the gaze of the participants. Also, we com-
pare two basic CNN models and one customized model to
demonstrate that the gaze-write classification accuracy using
the gMNIST dataset is as high as the hand-write classification
accuracy using MNIST. The contributions of our study are as
follows:

• We propose a numeric gaze-writing classification
technique as an interface that enables a hands-free
environment.

• We create a gMNIST training dataset that is transformed
by applying the gaze-writing features to the MNIST
dataset.

• We evaluate the accuracy of the gaze-write classification
with the proposed gMNIST dataset by comparing the
accuracy of existing hand-writing techniques utilizing
three different CNN models.

Our research goal is to provide a hands-free numeric
gaze-writing technique that can be used in more diverse
environments.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
We review input technologies as a hands-free interface,
CNN algorithms, and MNIST research trends in this section.
Also, we examine the problems of insufficient training data
and classification accuracy, which are the main issues of
gaze-writing input technique, from the existing technologies.

A. INPUT TECHNOLOGIES AS A HANDS-FREE INTERFACE
The gaze input technology has been initially developed for
people with limited movement [5]. In recent years, however,
hardware such as Google [6], Tobii [7], and gaze-tracking
VR headphones from FOVE [8] has been released to utilize
the gaze data, which applies to a broader range of applica-
tions including games, virtual reality, and user convenience.
Especially, as the performance of gaze-tracking hardware
stabilizes, the virtual keyboard becomes a critical commu-
nication tool for people who cannot move their body. The
gaze input technique is divided into two types, dwell-based
and dwell-free, depending on the input method. Dwell-based
techniques [9], [10] provide users with conditions for recog-
nizing key input, thereby reducing typing errors and provid-
ing high accuracy. Typically, the most commonly used input
constraint is time, and a user needs to look at the virtual key-
board for a certain amount of time to enter a key. In contrast,
the dwell-free method [11]–[13] is a technique of inserting
a key only by the eye motion. While the input accuracy is
low, the key can be added quickly. Accuracy and speed are a
matter of choice, therefore, finding a balance between these
two is the biggest challenge of the gaze typing research. Also,
the virtual keyboard requires a lot of effort and time for a
user to get used to it and multitasking is almost impossible
since the virtual keyboard obscures the screen. Therefore,
the gaze gesture as an input technique has been studied in
the environment where the interaction is required. The gaze
gesture [14], [15] is accurate and simple to use because it
provides only a few input patterns to the user. However, input
techniques using the gaze gestures require the user to mem-
orize the patterns and use only limited pattern combinations.
Therefore, it can be used only for simple interactions.

Speech recognition technology has been widely used in
modern devices. In the past, while using speech recognition
technology, many errors occurred due to individual differ-
ences such as accent and pronunciation. However, lately,
it has become a core technology that can be easily found in
mobile, smart TV, and IoT equipment due to the studies for
performance improvement [16]–[18]. A feature of recently
introduced speech technology is that it uses a specific word
as a trigger for the input. For example, Smart speaker [18]
uses a specific word as a trigger. However, even though the
user does not intend to use a trigger word, speech recognition
technology may be executed due to noise. In order to resolve
this problem, a silent speech technique has recently been
proposed, which reads lips [1] or an EMG around lips [2].
However, in the silent speech technology, the data collection
process for learning is slow. Also, in the speech recognition
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technology, the tongue musculature information is needed
to identify specific phonemes. However, the sEMG sensors
attached to the skin surface are not suitable for obtaining
tongue musculature information [4].

In addition to the techniques using gaze and voice,
numerous interfaces using face gesture [19], nose [20], head
direction [21], foot [22], and EMG [23], [24] have been
developed. However, these techniques are difficult to employ
in various applications due to the limited environment and
usability limitations.

B. CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS
The Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN, or ConvNets) is
one of the machine learning algorithms and is specialized in
image classification [25]. The CNN structure is divided into
two steps of extracting features and classification based on
the training data. In particular, CNN has the advantage of
showing good performance with fewer preprocessing, fewer
parameters, and simple training compared to other deep learn-
ing algorithms. Since Tensorflow [26] and Keras [27] allow
us to change the CNN structure easily, many researchers
choose them for the image classification. The CNN algorithm
is mainly used in the field of computer vision. There are
many studies to classify videos or images as a classification
of human behavior [28], large-scale video classification [29],
and image classification using ImageNet [30]. Also, the CNN
is used in research for the hand-writing classification. The
CNN algorithm is mainly used for Chinese characters such
as Chinese and Japanese [31]–[33]. These studies apply a
CNNmodel with at least six layers to distinguish complicated
characters for the high accuracy. However, it is inefficient
to utilize a CNN model with a deep hierarchy for classify-
ing complex characters in order to classify relatively simple
English alphabets or numbers.

C. MNIST DATABASE
The Modified National Institute of Standards and Technol-
ogy (MNIST) database contains an extensive volume of
hand-written number images [34]. The size of each image is
28x28, and the format is the grey scale. Since the MNIST
database contains 60,000 training data and 10,000 test data,
we can classify the hand-written number images with vari-
ous patterns, such as fonts, through machine learning algo-
rithms. The MNIST database is freely accessible [35]; there-
fore, many researchers utilize this database for their stud-
ies. Research using the MNIST database aims to classify
the hand-written numbers with high accuracy. In previous
studies, the hand-writing has been classified by applying
various learning algorithms such as CNN [36], Support Vec-
tor Machine (SVM) [37], Restricted Boltzmann Machine
(RBM) [38], and LImited Receptive Area (LIRA) [39]. The
MNIST data is also employed to classify objects other than
numbers by transforming the database. Cohen et al. [40]
create EMNIST by adding more characters in the MNIST
database and classify the alphabets. Xiao et al. [41] create
the MNIST data format database for the garment classifi-

cation. After investigating existing studies, we believe that
the MNIST database transformation enables us to resolve
the problem of the lack of training data in various fields.
However, there is no database to classify the gaze-writing.
In this work, we transform the MNIST dataset to gMNIST
and classify the gaze-writing with CNN algorithm and the
gMNIST data for the high recognition accuracy.

III. COLLECTING GAZE-WRITING DATA
We collect the gaze-writing data for the test dataset and for the
feature analysis of the gaze-writing patterns, which is applied
to create gMNIST data.

A. IMPLEMENTATION
We have collected the gaze-writing data to classify the num-
bers written by the gaze. We have used Tobii Pro X2-
30 [42] for the data collection, which is a screen-based gaze
tracker that collects the gaze information at 30 Hz. We have
developed a gaze-writing framework for data collection with
Python 3.5, PyQt5 [43] for GUI, and Tobii Pro SDK [44] to
trace the gaze on Windows 10.

B. DATA COLLECTION
Ten participants have been engaged in the data collection.
The environment for the data collection includes a head-free,
a constant light, and a 30-inch monitor with 3840x2160 reso-
lution as shown in Figure 1. Data collection proceeds in two
phases. The first phase is to learn how to use the gaze-tracking
device and practice it. Every participant writes numbers from
0 to 9 to adapt to the data collection environment during the
exercise phase. At this stage, a number image is provided on
the canvas to assist participants who are not accustomed to
the gaze-writing. The second phase is the collection phase.
In the collection phase, we remove the number background
image from the canvas provided in the previous phase, and
the participants perform the gaze-writing. We collect gaze
point coordinates, (x, y), and time-stamps of each number
written by the gaze. Note that for the gaze-writing, we provide

FIGURE 1. An environment for the numeric gaze-writing data collection.
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FIGURE 2. The comparison of MNIST database and the gaze-writing dataset. The hand-written MNIST database images are on the left and our collected
gaze-writing dataset images are shown on the right.

participants with a stroke key to define the beginning and end
of gaze-writing. We also ask participants to write numbers
one by one in order to analyze the numeric writing patterns.

C. IMAGE DATA GENERATION
We convert the collected gaze-writing data into images in
order to classify them with the CNNmodel using the MNIST
database. We make gray-scale images of 28× 28 size for the
conversion to the MNIST-NN-format. We remove datasets
that are out of the canvas as outliers. The generated image
dataset is presented in Figure 2. The left-hand side in Figure 2
is a hand-written numeric data from theMNIST database, and
the right-hand side is a gaze numeric image data that we have
collected.We utilize 1,329 images for the tests, and there is no
significant difference in the amount of data for each number.
Finally, the collected gaze-writing images are converted into
the MNIST-NN-format [45]. We use the gaze-writing data
collected from this work as the test dataset to verify the recog-
nition performance of our gaze-writing input technology and
the feature analysis for creating gMNIST dataset.

IV. GAZE MNIST
In order to provide an input device using the gaze-writing
technique, it is necessary to have a capability of classifying
the input numbers with high accuracy. High classification
accuracy can be achieved by modifying a learning algo-
rithm, but there is no training data for the learning of the
gaze-writing features. For the gaze-writing data collection,
it is necessary to have a space with an eye-tracking device,

many participants, and long-term labeling work, but if we
can find a way to replace these procedures, it is possible to
speed up the use of the gaze input tools. In this section, we,
therefore, analyze the gaze-writing data to obtain a database
for the gaze-writing classification in a non-direct manner.

The hand-writing and the gaze-writing have many sim-
ilar characteristics as shown in Figure 2. Therefore, if we
apply the gaze-writing characteristics to the hand-writing
MNIST database, we can obtain the training data for the
desired gaze-writing classifications. Besides, the MNIST
database has been used widely as a ground truth dataset [46]
for the hand-writing in the machine learning. Therefore,
the MNIST dataset saves time and effort by eliminating the
need to create an entirely new dataset for overlapping pat-
terns since the gaze-writing has many similar patterns to the
hand-writing as shown in Figure 2. The characters obtained
by the gaze-writing have rather angular shapes than curved
shapes compared to the letters in the MNIST database. Also,
there are various shapes in the gaze-written letters. Angled
shapes in the gaze-writing seem to appear since the eye
tracker cannot detect all eye movements. Besides, the reason
why various shapes of a letter are observed is that people use
different fonts or they write the same letter in different orders
or directions. Therefore, we analyze the features caused by
the gaze-writing and the characteristics of the writing styles.
We, also, ask the participants about their writing style as
shown in Figure 3 for the analysis.
Four patterns are extracted after analyzing the features of

the gaze-writing and the characteristics of the writing style.
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FIGURE 3. Numeric writing styles of a participant.

Figure 4 summarizes the method of classifying the letters
into four patterns by comparing the MNIST data with the
gaze-writing data. The first pattern is that the letters can
be classified with the MNIST data with minimal variation
regardless of the writing style. The numbers, 0, 2, 3, 6, 8, 9,
belong to this pattern as presented in Figure 4 (a). These num-
bers are written in angular forms regardless of the direction
or order in which the letters are written. Since the MNIST

also has partially angled hand-written letters, it is possible
to classify these numbers easily. The number 1 belongs to
the second pattern. The number 1 can be written in three
ways depending on how we write as shown in Figure 4 (b).
However, since all forms in the gaze-writing are the same
even if it is written by hand, we can classify the number 1 with
the MNIST data.

The third pattern is to create a letter that does not exist
in MNIST depending on the writing styles as seen in
Figure 4 (c). The numbers, 5 and 7, belong to this pattern.
The number 5 has two ways of writing depending on where
we start writing. The number written as in Figure 4 (c-1) tends
to be classified as the number 6 with the MNIST data since
the gaze path is marked as the red line in the figure. The
red line occurs during the process of moving the eyes while
writing numbers. This red line changes the original shape of
the numbers even though it is not even intended. On the other
hand, in the case of (c-2) and (c-3), the number 5 is classified
correctly with the MNIST data. To improve the classification
accuracy in the case of (c-1), we create new data for the num-
ber 5 by applying the features of the gaze-writing as shown
in Figure 5 (a). In the first step, we divide the 28x28 size
square into six subspaces. In the second step, we create six
random points within the bounds of each subspace so that
various shapes of the number 5 can be drawn. In the third
step, we connect all points to make a line in the order of 1
to 6. In the last step, a line connecting the points p2 and
p6 is drawn to express a line caused by the gaze movement.
Then, we replace a part of the data for the number 5 in

FIGURE 4. Four numeric gaze-writing patterns. Different styles of the numeric gaze-writing data are analyzed. (a) The gaze-writing classification is
possible using the MNIST data with minimum variation regardless of the writing style. (b) There are various writing styles, but the number can be
classified with the MNIST database. (c) Some writing styles can be classified with the MNIST data but some characters do not exist in the MNIST data.
(d) Regardless of the writing style, the gaze-writing is different from the MNIST data. Note that the orange arrows depict the writing styles and the red
line indicates the shape change of a number due to the eye movement.
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FIGURE 5. A method for applying the gaze-writing feature to the MNIST database. The process of applying for the three numbers 5 in (a), 7 in (b), and
4 in (c) to the MNIST database. The red lines indicate the lines caused by the gaze movements, and the dotted lines represent the processes of finding
the two points to create the red lines.

the MNIST with the newly created number 5 images. The
number 7 can be written as Figure 4 (c-4) and (c-5), but it
cannot be correctly classified with the MNIST data if the
number 7 is drawn as a triangle. To recognize the number 7,
which resembles a triangle, we transform the MNIST data
with the process illustrated in Figure 5 (b). In order to trans-
form the data, we search for two points in the image of the
number 7 and these two points tend to be connected by the
gaze movement. The first point is found by scanning the first
white that appears from the bottom up, whereas, the second
point is picked by the search of the first white pixel from left
to right. Since the first point may be located on the left of
the second point in some cases, only the top half region of
the image is scanned for the search of the second point. Then,
the number 7 data with the gaze-writing feature is generated
once we connect the two points. We replace some of the
number 7 images in the MNIST data with this newly created
number 7 images.

The fourth pattern is that the shapes of the number are
very different from the shapes in the MNIST data regardless
of the writing style. The number 4 belongs to this pattern.
The number 4 can be written in three cases. Regardless of
the methods in Figure 4 (d-1) and (d-2), the gaze path for the
number 4 is marked as the red line, and the shape is very close
to the shape of an arrow. We also find a participant writing a
number as shown in (d-3). The way of (d-3) is the same as
(d-1) and (d-2), but the habit of unconsciously returning the
eye to the center is observed before moving the gaze upward.
The number 4 requires a new set of training data for the
classification since there is no similar shaped character in the
MNIST data except for the special case in (d-3). Therefore,
we apply an algorithm illustrated in Figure 5 (c) to classify
the number 4 correctly. Since the number 4 can also be
transformed in the same way of transforming the number 7,

we find two points from the image of the MNIST database.
In the case of the number 4, we can obtain one point by the
search from top to bottom and one by the search from right to
left. Once we connect the two points, it is possible to change
the shape of the number 4 into an arrow shape, which is a
transformed shape with the gaze-writing features.

In this paper, we apply the characteristics of the
gaze-writing patterns to the MNIST database to transform
some letters into gMNIST datasets. The advantage of our
work is to reuse the hand-write data from the MNIST
database, which are considerably similar to the gaze-writing.
This approach allows us to minimize the time and effort of
creating a gMNIST dataset. From our study, not all numbers
and writing styles in the gaze-write are affected by the gaze
movements. Therefore, we combine the transformed MNIST
data with the original MNIST data. In this work, we create
four different gMNIST training datasets according to the ratio
of MNIST data, including 10%, 20%, 30%, and 40%. Note
that the total amount of images in the gMNIST data remains
the same to avoid performance differences due to the amount
of data.

V. CNN FOR GAZE-WRITING CLASSIFICATION
In this section, we introduce a customized CNN model for
classifying the gaze-written numbers and compare the cus-
tomized CNN model with other conventional CNN models.
Figure 6 shows the customized CNN structure used in our
study. Since the format of the gMNIST data is the same as
MNIST-NN-format, the size of the input layer is 28×28×1.
Our CNN model utilizes two convolution layers and two
max-pooling layers. The first convolution layer employs a
32-size filter, a 5×5 kernel, and the ReLU activation function.
The second convolution layer is identical to the first convolu-
tion layer except that the filter size is 128. The max-pooling
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FIGURE 6. Customized CNN model consists of two convolution layers and two max-pooling layers.

layer follows each convolution layer. The stride and kernel
size of the two max-pooling layers is 2 × 2. Finally, through
the fully-connected layer of 1024 nodes, the number 0 to 9 are
classified into 10 classes. We proceed to drop out at a ratio
of 0.3 in each convolution layer and fully-connected layer
step to prevent the overfitting.

VI. EVALUATION
Our research goal in this paper is to provide a hands-free
numeric gaze-writing technology in more diverse environ-
ments. We classify numbers written by the gaze as the
first step in recognizing the gaze-written letters. We have
collected gaze-written numerical data, created a gMNIST
training database transformed by applying the features of
the gaze-writing to MNIST. In this section, we evaluate the
classification performance of CNNmodels with the gMNIST
dataset by comparing with conventional CNN models and
MNIST dataset.

The models and datasets used for the performance evalua-
tion of the classification accuracy are summarized in Table 1.
We use two test datasets including the MNIST test data and
our gaze-writing data. The training datasets include MNIST
training datasets and four different gMNISTs by applying
the gaze-writing characteristics to 10-40% of the MNIST
data. The reason for using test datasets and training datasets
from the MNIST database is to compare the classification

TABLE 1. Test datasets, training datasets, and CNN models list used for
the evaluation.

accuracy of our approach with the accuracy of the existing
hand-writing classification models. Also, the comparison of
the four gMNIST datasets is intended to compare how much
the gaze-writing features need to be applied to the MNIST
database to achieve a good performance. The CNN models
compared in our evaluation is the basic keras MNIST CNN
model [27], the basic tensorflow MNIST CNN model [26],
and the customized CNN model. The keras and tensorflow
models are chosen since they are the most basic and popular
CNN model using the MNIST database.

For the evaluation, we create 17 cases for the model and
dataset combinations summarized in Table 2. The case 1
and case 2 are the existing MNIST classification mod-
els. Although they are simple models, they produce a high
accuracy of 0.9891 and 0.992, respectively. However, it is
seen from the case 3 and case 4 that the classifiers cannot
learn the characteristics of the gaze-writing by using the

TABLE 2. Comparison of the numeric gaze-writing classification accuracy
according to the data and models. We use MNIST and gMNIST data for
training dataset, the gaze-written data from participants and the MNIST
data for test dataset. Also, we use conventional Keras and Tensorflow,
and the customized CNN model for the evaluation.
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gaze-writing test data on the MNIST training dataset. Also,
in the cases 5-12 using gMNIST as a training data, it is seen
that the keras model is not good for learning the features of
the gaze-writing compared to the tensorflow model. Com-
paring only the existing CNN models, the case 9 using the
gMNIST_10 as a training dataset with the tensorflow CNN
model produces the highest accuracy at 0.9908. In the case
of using the gaze-writing data as the test data, the model
with the highest classification accuracy is the case 15 using
gMNIST_20 as the training dataset and applying our CNN
model. The accuracy is 0.9921. The case 15 shows that the
classification model for the gaze-writing is as good as the
classification model for the hand-writing. In addition, we find
that it is appropriate to apply the gaze-writing features to the
MNIST database in a ratio of 20% from the case 15.

However, when we compare the accuracy of the case 13
to 17 in Table 2, there is no significant difference between the
accuracy of gaze-write classification using MNIST database
and the accuracy of gaze-write classification using the pro-
posed gMNIST database. Therefore, it is necessary to ver-
ify the reliability of the proposed approach. Consequently,
we analyze a part of the error cases caused by the dif-
ference of training datasets using MNIST and gMNIST as
shown in Figure 7 to verify the reliability of the proposed
approach. Figure 7 shows the classification error cases with
MNIST and gMNIST datasets. The numbers 2, 5, and 6 are
the misclassified labels for the gaze-written yellow numbers.
The red and orange boxes indicate classification errors that
occur only using MNIST database as training data. Since
the numbers written by the gaze include the eye movements,
the shapes compared with the hand-written numbers are unin-
tentionally changed. The modified pattern is a feature that is
not included in the MNIST database; therefore, the feature
learning becomes faulty. Thus, as shown in the orange box,

FIGURE 7. Classification error cases for misclassified label 2, 5, 6 using
MNIST and gMNIST datasets. 2, 5, and 6 on the right column are the
misclassified labels. The white patterns are the gaze-written numbers
while writing the yellow numbers. The gaze-written numbers in the red
and orange boxes are misclassified since there is no gaze-writing feature
within the MNIST database. The gaze-writing in the gray boxes are typical
errors that occur when there are many similar features because of the
similarity of the number shapes. This figure tells that using the gMNIST
dataset causes only a general classification error, and the gaze-writing
features must be included in the training dataset.

the numbers such as 7 or 4 written like hand-writing are
misclassified. In the case of the red boxes, the error occurs
since the gaze-written 5 and the hand-written 6 are similar in
shape. This is also a classification error that happens because
the characteristic of the gaze-written 5 is not present in the
MNIST database. On the other hand, errors in the gray boxes
are common since numbers are merely similar in shape.
Therefore, the classification errors presented in Figure 7
show that there is a performance difference depending on
the training data model even though the accuracy is similar.
We have verified through this evaluation that our gaze-write
classification accuracy using the proposed gMNIST database
is similar to the accuracy of hand-write classification using
MNIST. Besides, it verifies that the gMNIST database is
better suited for the gaze-write classification even though
there is no significant difference between the classification
accuracy using the MNIST database and the classification
accuracy using the gMNIST database.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, we have proposed a numeric gaze-writing
input technique as a hands-free environments. We collected
gaze-writing number data from the participants. We analyzed
the gaze-writing data and discovered four different features in
the gaze data. Then, we applied the data features to transform
the existing MNIST dataset into a new gMNIST data for the
gaze-writing classification. Through the evaluation, we have
verified that our model for the gaze-writing classification
performs the same as the hand-writing classification with
the MNIST data. Besides, we found that the gMNIST data
transformed by applying the gaze-writing features to 20%
of the MNIST data is the best training data that features the
gaze-writing characters.

However, we did not investigate an algorithm for effi-
cient recognition of key-input trigger signals during the gaze-
writing. Since the gaze-tracking technology continues to gen-
erate data, it is difficult to recognize when a user has entered
a key and finished. Moreover, it is not easy to produce signals
such as an eye blinking or specific gaze movement patterns
that can be used to recognize keystrokes. However, these tech-
niques can cause malfunctions or inconveniences while using
applications. Therefore, in this work, we focused only on the
training data and accuracy, which are the biggest challenge
for pure gaze-writing input technology. However, in addition
to the training data and accuracy, finding an efficient way
to recognize keystrokes is also an essential task for applying
the gaze-writing to various environments. We, therefore, plan
to study an efficient keystroke recognition technique for the
gaze-writing in the future. In addition, since the numeric
gaze-writing may have various patterns such as hand-writing
styles by cultural differences, we will investigate the various
patterns including exceptional cases appearing in the numeric
gaze-writing. Finally, for a hands-free interface, we should be
able to classify letters as well as numbers. We will explore
ways to adopt a similar pattern analysis of gaze-writing and
hand-writing employing hand-written text databases such as
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FIGURE 8. Examples of gaze-written alphabets. The red lines indicate gaze movement patterns that appear only in the gaze-writes unlike
the hand-writes.

EMNIST [40] in the future. Figure 8 presents the examples
of gaze-written upper and lower case alphabets. The red
lines indicate the eye movements appearing only in the gaze-
writes. To classify gaze-written alphabets properly, there are
more issues besides the gaze movement patterns. We need
to distinguish upper and lower case alphabets with similar
shapes. Also, we need to identify the upper points of the lower
case i and j, which are not visible in the gaze-writes. We will
investigate the deformation patterns as shown in Figure 8
and expand them to recognize various shapes of gaze-written
alphanumeric characters.
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